Introduction
Much research has been conducted on document layout analysis [1] [2] , one important area in document analysis and recognition. Document layout analysis (DLA) starts from the instantiated layout (usually a bitmapped document image captured by a scanner or a digital camera) and attempts to locate and classify the individual blocks. The text blocks can then be converted back to words using Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The reverse of document layout analysis also poses an interesting research problem: how to decide the most appropriate dimension and position of each block given the text and image contents. In this paper we use the term "document layout synthesis" (DLS) to describe this task. Figure 1 compares DLA with DLS. While document layout analysis is a pattern recognition process, document layout synthesis is an optimization process and constraint solving techniques [3] provide the powerful tools. DLS plays an important role in highly customized Variable Data Printing (VDP) applications. For example, the contents of individual blocks are dynamically retrieved from a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system and then automatically composed into brochures or catalogs using DLS technology. The goal of DLS is to create logically correct (for example, two text blocks should not overlap) and aesthetically appealing (for example, balanced and aligned) layouts. There is some previous work on DLS. Jacobs et al. [4] introduced an adaptive document layout system that can automatically select the best template for given contents. Johari et al. [6] created a specialpurpose pagination and layout system for yellow pages. Badros et al. [5] proposed a constraint extension to Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to enable interactive graphics on the Web. In the existing work, however, the width of each text block is either fixed or completely determined by the template (for example, the column width of a three-column page can be calculated given the page width). If the block width is determined, the block height can be determined and then the text block can be treated in the same way as an images block in layout synthesis (see Figure 2 .a). In this paper we present an active DLS method. Instead of fixing the text block width through a rigid template, the template defines the relative positions of individual blocks without fixing the text block width. A multi-linear height-width model is built for each text block and then is incorporated into a two-pass layout synthesis process (see Figure 2 .b). Section 2 presents the multi-linear text modeling, which is the basis of the active DLS. Section 3 is devoted to the two-pass Simplex algorithm. Section 4 discusses the experimental results using a concrete example. In Section 5, active DLS is applied to table formatting problem. Section 6 gives a summary. 
Multi-linear Text Modeling
Assume there are n rectangular content blocks on a page: B1, B2, …, Bn, each of which will hold text, image, or graphics. Each block has its intrinsic geometric attributes, such as the width and height, expressed as a vector S(Bi). On the page layout, each block also occupies a position, which can be specified as the coordinates P(Bi) of the top left corner. If S(Bi) is fixed in the layout synthesis (as the case in passive DLS), we only need to find out a set of P(Bi) to optimize a layout quality function. When each block is rectangular, this problem can be formulated as a set of linear constraints and solved with Simplex algorithm.
In active DLS, we want to also adapt S(Bi) (for example, changing the width of a text block) together with P(Bi), things will be much more complicated. The biggest challenge in active DLS is the non-linear stepwise nature of the text block height-width relationship, as shown in Figure 3 . When the width changes continuously, the height will only "jump" from one value to another when the number of lines changes. This characteristic makes it impossible or very inefficient to apply standard constraint solving techniques such as Simplex [7] . So the first step in active DLS is to model the text height-width relationship as multiple linear constraints to enable Simplex. Heuristically, the height-width relationship roughly follows a hyperbolic function: height*width=constant. So the first step is to formulate such hyperbolic function using polynomial regression. Through accessing the text rendering engine (for example, Apache FOP [10] ), we can get several actual pairs of (width, height), as shown in Table 1 . With the sampling data, the optimal coefficients k and b in the following hyperbolic model can be calculated using regression techniques to minimize the mean square error (MSE):
Based on the data of Table 1 , k and b are calculated to be 8360.6 and -1.04 respectively. Equation 1 is a nonlinear function and still cannot be handled by Simplex. So a number of sampling points are located on h=k/w+b across the maximal allowed range of w. For example, we can find 20 sampling points with w in the range of [50 points, 500 points]. It is also preferred that the intervals between the heights of the sampling points are 
Two-pass Constraint Solving
With the multi-linear height-width modeling, we can use Simplex to solve the layout generation problem. The layout is solved in two passes. The first pass decides the optimal width of each text block. Then through actual line-breaking, we can get the height of each text block. The second pass then decides the final positions of the text block as well as the positions and sizes of the image blocks.
First-pass Simplex
The Cassowary constraint solver [3] , which is an improved version of Simplex, is adopted and CSVG [5] is used to express linear equality and inequality constraints. The constraints to the first-pass Simplex consist of two parts. The first part comes from the active layout template and relates to the relative positions of different blocks. Here are a couple of examples:
<constraint rule="block3_left >= block2_right+10" strength= "required"/> <constraint rule="block2_left >= block1_right+10" strength= " Due to the approximate nature of the multi-linear modeling, the text block heights are just estimates. So the actual line-breaking is carried out on each text block based on the calculated width. Then we can get the accurate text block heights. In the above example, the heights are adjusted to: block1_height = 202.5 block2_height = 310.5
Second-pass Simplex
In the second-pass Simplex, instead of multi-linear constraints for each text block, we fix the size of each text block. In the above example, the sizes for Block 1 and 2 are governed by: <constraint rule="block1_width=172.8" strength ="required"/> <constraint rule="block1_height=202.5" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="block2_width=134.4" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="block2_height=310.5" strength="required"/> The other constraints with regard to the relative positions maintain unchanged. The second-pass Simplex can then finalize the layout.
Experimental Results
This section gives an example to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. The active template contains the following requirements: 1) B2 is to the right of B1. 2) Image block B1 has the same height as the text block B2.
3) The height and width of B3 are the same, or B3
should be a square. 4) B3, B4, and B5 are below B1 and B2. 5) The tops of B3, B4 and B5 are vertically aligned. 6) B6 is horizontally aligned with B3 7) The images are allowed to scale proportionally with the aspect ratio unchanged. 8) Minimize the total height of the occupied space to achieve a compact page. Figure 5 shows the intermediate layout after the first-pass Simplex. The layout is almost perfect, with the exception of an unnecessary gap in the middle. This imperfection is due to the estimate errors introduced by the multi-linear modeling. Figure 6 is the final layout after the second-pass Simplex. As expected, the unnecessary gap is removed.
It is worth mentioning that Requirements 2 and 8 are quite subtle. The layout generation algorithm intelligently chooses the ratio between the widths of B4 and B5 to make sure that they have roughly the same height. Mathematical derivation shows that it is the way to minimize the height of the occupied space. It also selects the optimal scaling factor for B1 image to make sure that B2 has the same height as B1. Mathematical analysis also shows that it is a quadratic equation which can have 0, 1, and 2 solutions depending on the aspect ratio of B1 and the area of B2. When it has two solutions, only the first one will result in the minimal space height. With the proposed method, we can find the optimal layout systematically without explicitly deriving and solving the underlying equations. 
Application to Table Formatting
A common task in publishing is table formatting, whose goal is to decide the optimal dimensions of table cells given the contents and the table's grid structure. The optimal table layout is usually the one leading to the minimal table height and satisfies other aesthetical criteria such as balance. Formatting a complex table can be a challenge even for humans because the optimal table layout can only be achieved by making the right choice for every cell. Existing methods on table formatting, such as those proposed by Wang in his thesis [8] , are various heuristic search methods with worsecase exponential and average/best-case polynomial computational time with reference to the number of cells, columns, and rows. Fortunately the active DLS method can be easily applied to table formatting:
Step 1: Describe the table in an XML-based language. As shown in Figure 7 , x1, x2, … , xm specify the ordered x-coordinates that a cell can start or end, and y1, y2, …, yn specify the ordered y-coordinates that a cell can start or end. Then the table can be described in the following XML:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <table rows="5" columns="6" starty="50" startx="100" endx="500" gapx="5" gapy="5" pagewidth="600" pageheight="800">… <cell startx="1" starty="1" endx="1" endy="2"> Time </cell> <cell startx="1" starty="3" endx="1" endy="3"> Morning 9:00-12:00
This unnecessary gap is due to the errors introduced in the multi-linear modeling.
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B4 B5 Step 2: Use a converter program to transform the XML table description into active layout template required by active DLS. This template will define the relative positions of individual cells. Here are some constraints generated by the converter: <constraint rule="y1>=50.0" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y2>=y1" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y3>=y2" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y4>=y3" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y5>=y4" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y6>=y5" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y6=0" strength="strong"/> <constraint rule="800.0>=y6" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x1>=100.0" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x2>=x1" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x3>=x2" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x4>=x3" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x5>=x4" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x6>=x5" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x7>=x6" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="500.0>=x7" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="table11_left=x1" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="x2>=table11_right+5.0" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="table11_top=y1" strength="required"/> <constraint rule="y3>=table11_bottom+5.0" strength="required"/>…
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Step 3: Find the optimal layout using active DLS method. Figure 7 shows an example of the final table layout. It can be seen that active DLS wisely chooses the widths of different columns to achieve a compact table layout. 
Conclusions
After comparing document layout synthesis with document layout analysis, this paper introduces a new automatic document layout synthesis method, which can actively pursue the optimal text block height-width tradeoff simultaneously with the block position adjustment. We have also shown that the proposed active DLS method can directly solve another special layout problem: table formatting. In addition to applications in VDP and table formatting, another use of DLS is to automate document layout ground truth generation, which is very valuable for quantitative evaluation and systematic training of DLA algorithms [9] . With DLS, we can automatically generate large number of layouts instead of manually generating the layouts using a word processor. In this sense, DLS can help to improve its DLA counterpart. This is definitely an interesting direction for our future research.
